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cutting instructions

piecing instructions

From each floral lawn, cut 53/8" WOF strips in quantities indicated:     

Subcut each strip into (7) 53/8" squares.

RS3007-11LW Caramel: 6

RS3007-13LW Periwinkle: 4

RS3007-14LW Lindley Blue: 4

RS3007-15LW Persimmon: 6

From black and unbleached Add It Up, cut (5) 101/4" WOF strips. 
Subcut each into (4) 101/4" squares.

All seam allowances 1/4" unless otherwise noted.

All flying geese will be made 4-at-a-time using the method below. 
Quantities follow.

Gather (4) small floral squares of the same color and (1) large 
square. On wrong sides of floral squares, draw a diagonal line 
from corner to corner.

Place (2) floral squares against large square right sides together 
(RST), aligning outside edges in opposite corners of large square. 
Ensure marked lines are going the same direction. Squares will 
overlap slightly in the center. Pin together. Stitch 1/4" away from 
marked lines on either side.

Cut apart along marked line. On both halves, press floral squares 
away from large square.

On both halves, place floral square against corner of large square, 
RST and aligning marked line as shown. Stitch 1/4" to each side of 
line.

Cut each apart on marked line and press floral fabrics away from 
large fabric. Trim dog ears. You will now have 4 flying geese. At 
this point they should measure 5"x91/2".

Using the described method, make the quanities of flying geese 
below. Note: because you are working 4 at a time, you may have 
a few extras once you get to these quantities. Use the best blocks 
for your quilt and save the rest for a future project. (Color coding of 
numbers is for next step.)

black

31 11

7 15

14 11

12 27

unbleached

caramel

periwinkle

lindley blue

persimmon



Turn the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th columns around so the triangles point down. Join columns to complete quilt top, nesting seam allowances to match 
seams. Press all seams open. Baste, quilt and bind as desired.

@rubystarsociety

You did it! You made a lawn quilt!!

Be sure to use #rubystarsociety and #lindleylawn 
when sharing your creations so we can see them!
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Join blocks together in columns as shown. Numbers at top and bottom correspond with how many of those blocks are in that column (top 
numbers are for the upper triangle colors, bottom numbers for the lower triangle colors. (For example, in the right most column, the 1 refers to 
the one black triangle, 9 refers to unbleached triangles with persimmon floral, and 6 refers to unbleached triangles with blue floral).  If you are 
having trouble telling which block is which in the diagram, the colors of the numbers refer back to the previous section. Press all seams up.

@kmelkight
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fabric requirements

We love cotton lawn for quilts! It makes the 
floatiest, airiest quilts that are extra snuggly and 
perfect for warmer climates and seasons. This 
quilt features orderly black and cream 'geese' 
in formation on a bouquet of background floral 
Lindley Lawns by Kimberly Kight.

RS3007-11LW

RS3007-13LW

RS3007-14LW

RS3007-15LW

RS4005-12M

72"x72"
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Fabric shown is Lindley Lawn by Kimberly Kight and 
Add It Up by Alexia Marcelle Abegg.
All increments shown in yards.
All fabric yardages assume usable fabric width of 41”.
Please read all instructions before beginning.


